Home to companies of all sizes and industries, Chicago is an optimal market for carriers, cloud service providers, IT services providers and enterprises. CoreSite’s CH1 and CH2 data centers are located downtown, right in the middle of the digital ecosystem.

Our network-dense, cloud-connected data center campus enables accelerating IT modernization, ensuring compliance and reducing total cost of operation. CH1 is built to stand up to 125 mph winds, and three underground utility feeds from ComEd’s high-reliability downtown electrical grid assure always-on connectivity. CH2 is the first purpose-built, greenfield data center in Chicago where customers can be eligible for 10.25% savings on equipment and software through the Illinois sales tax exemption program.*

The CoreSite Open Cloud Exchange® (OCX) is available in our Chicago campus. Ask us how the OCX elevates agility and reduces costs for data transfer and IT services.

HYBRID IT DEPLOYED IN COLOCATION DATA CENTERS ENABLES BUSINESSES TO

- Meet Compliance Requirements
- Reduce Total Cost of Ownership
- Ensure Security and Business Continuity
- Monetize Business
- Gain Competitive Edge
- Interoperate to Quickly Scale

Compliance
SOC 1 Type 2, SOC 2 Type 2, ISO 27001, NIST 800-53, PCI DSS and HIPAA

Business Assurance
100% Uptime SLA
CORESITE VALUE BY VERTICAL

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Low-latency, secure interconnection
• CH1 data center is adjacent to the Board of Trade
• Private suites, dedicated office space, highly secured environments and multiple connectivity options

ENTERPRISE
Future-proof your digital business
• Great versatility with regard to size, density and compliance requirements
• 24x7x365 security, field operations, remote hands and customer service delivery platform

EDUCATION
Partners in furthering education
• Ideal environment for distance learning; 100% uptime SLA
• Carrier diversity ensures network performance

HEALTHCARE
The foundation for digital transformation
• Externally validated to conform to a high standard of security that supports HIPAA and HITECH mandated requirements
• Direct access to clouds, network and managed service providers

FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
• NIST-certified facility to help enable FedRAMP and FISMA deployments

Find out more.
Click. Call. Write.
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